
 
 

‘WINTER IN VAIL’ 

Synopsis 

 
Los Angeles-based event planner Chelsea Whitmore (Lacey Chabert) has been hoping for a 
hard-earned promotion to Vice President of Events Development at Elegant Events. However, 
her hopes are dashed when her boss (Constance Marie) asks her to mentor the outside hire 
who gets the job instead. Chelsea soon learns that her uncle, who she hadn’t seen in years, has 
left her the deed to his chalet in Vail. Disappointed about losing the promotion and feeling 
ready for a change, Chelsea quits her job and heads to Colorado, ready to write the next 
chapter in her life. 
 
The first person that Chelsea meets in Vail is Owen (Tyler Hynes), a local who admonishes her 
for unknowingly parking in a pedestrian-only area. When she later resumes a renovation project 
her uncle had started on the chalet, she is surprised to discover that the initial contractor on the 
job was Owen and that she’ll need to enlist his help to get the work completed.  
 
Owen gets to work on the chalet then invites her to join him for snow-tubing that afternoon, 
and they begin to get to know each other.  Owen shares that he has put his professional life on 
hold in order to help his dad Karl (Greg Lawson) hold on to the struggling Edelweiss restaurant 
while Chelsea admits she’ll likely be moving back to Los Angeles or New York to resume her 
high-octane career.   
 
Through Owen’s dad, Chelsea discovers new sides of her uncle – that he had been proud of her 
and that his strudel recipe was a town favorite.  When she finds the recipe, Chelsea and Owen 
take to the kitchen and make the strudel.  This prompts her to hatch a plan throw a Strudelfest 
in Vail, to celebrate the newly-found recipe and help the Edelweiss regain business. 
 
Owen helps Chelsea line up establishments to participate in the event, a street fair with music, 
dancing, food and – of course – a strudel competition.  Owen is seriously impressed with 
Chelsea’s talent and drive and begins to fall for her.  When Chelsea learns the new hire at 
Elegant Events isn’t working out and her boss wants her back, Chelsea agrees to entertain the 
offer after Strudelfest is over. 
 
Strudelfest turns into a huge success that generates terrific business for the Village businesses 
and especially the Edelweiss.  Now completely in love with Vail, Chelsea will have to choose 
between returning to Los Angeles and her fast-paced career or remaining in the place she has 
grown to call home and finding out where this budding romance might lead. 
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